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F _____________ Alert!
Do give us a hand! Take your empty bottle, used glas and 

other stuff with you out, when you are done with it. And 

if you are still on your feet when the milonga ends, please 

help us to help yourself to a nice, fresh and beautifull venue.

n Festival Info Desk is open from 11.45 until 18 at Kulturhus Indre By
n Get TangoMap with info about program, citymap, local cafe discounts

Out of chaos grows tango
Welcome to the 9th Copenhagen Tangofestival. For some of you for the first time, for others a revisit. 
We are happy to have you all at the main venue of the festival, Kedelhallen, which has been 
changed from a dull sport hall into a hall of tango by the volunteers of the Tango Association.

Just as the sign below so 
promising tell us that the red 
couch is ‘a place for kissing’ 
the venue of the festival is a 
place for dancing tango.

This year the hall has been 
altered a bit. Lars Lomborg 
from the festival organisers 
point out that it is to make a 
better use of all the space in 
the hall.

- In doing this we try to fa-
cilitate a more even use of the 
sitting areas around the floor 
and thereby making it pos-
sible for more people to both 
see and be seen during the 
evening, he explains.
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How shoe do you get?TONIGHTS DJ:
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Tango hands
How to hold hands is an 
artform and just as important 
as how to walk and lead and 
follow - but also just as va-
ried as the way to tango.

Mermaid tango?

The Sexteto Milonguero formed in 2006 with the 
simple desire to play the dance repertoire, usually 
heard in the milongas, including different styles of 
different bands, emphasizing the 1940′s, and beyond 
the excellent versions heard for years, Sexteto Milon-
guero tries to give a personal sound to these great 
old songs.

The only intention? Follow the path of those great 
bands, and do not let the tango withdraw from the 
neighborhood, the dancers, the popular, the milon-
gas” Source: 

Sexteto Milonguero
For the first time in Denmark

The festival is 
organized by 
“Tangoforenin-
gen” (The Tango 
Association in 
Copenhagen). All 
work is voluntary 
and we are a non 
profit festival. 
Any surplus will 
go into next 
year’s festival.
We spread infor-
mation on tango 
– dance as well 
as the music. 
Everyone is 
welcome to take 
part in the event, 
since this is a 
great  chance for 
us to share our 
passion for tango 
and reach new 
potential mem-
bers. 

Tango feet needs a hand!

After hours of dancing your feet might 
complain a bit. But for a modest price 
you can bye profession foot massage at 
the afternoon milonga in Ahlefeldtsgade 
on Thursday from 13.30 pm, on Friday 
from 15.30, on Saturday from 13.30 pm 
and on Sunday from 13.30 pm.
Find a folder with prices at the info desk.

THE TANGO QUOTE

War-
ning: 
tango 

contains 
highly 

addictive 
ingredi-
ents, such as pain, 
pleasure, passion, 
excitement, con-

nection, freedom, 
torment, and bliss. 
In seven out of ten 

cases it takes over a 
person’s life. 


